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I. RIEMANNIAN METRIC ON A DIFFERENTIAL MANIFOLD

I.I Historical frame points

182T: Gauss 'Theorema Egregium". By Euclidean Geometry one has known
the notions of "arc length* and 'measure of an angle" of curves on surfaces in an Euclidean
space H 3 a long time ago.

But the question whether there is for a surface (in R3) a notion of curvature
depending only on the way the arclength is measured on the considered surface has been
asked by C. Gauss. His investigations on this problem have been the very starting point of
Kiemannian Geometry by pointing the way towards the notion of abstract manifold even
if only surfaces embedded into Hi3 are concerned in his own work.

His discoveries were announced in 1827 in his celebrated Theorema Egregium
'the most Excellent Theorem* which asserts that there exists a measure of the curvature
of a surface (embedded in R 1) depending only on the notion of arelength of curves on
the considered surface. In other words that curvature remains 'unchanged by changes of
shape which leave arc length unchanged*. So there does exist an intrinsic geometry on a
surface in R s , independent of the shape of this surface.

1830: Non-Euclidean Geometry. The discovery of a non-Euclidean Geometry
by Boliai and Lobachevski (independently) was in the prolongation of the Gauss ideal.

1854: B. Rtemann in his 'Inaugural Address* at Gottingen pointed out the
notion of 'abstract manifold*. He clarified what meant in this context arclength and
generalised in an arbitrary dimension the ideas developed, sketched or only perceived by
C. Gauss for surfaces in Ra .

Later he elaborated an analytic function theory by using the properties of 2-
dimensional "abstract manifolds* (called today Riemann Surfaces).

All those discoveries prove a great vitality of Geometry and its applications to
other areas of mathematics in that period. The following famous mathematicians power-
fully contributed by clarifying many-concepts which were being elaborated. H. Poincare
(Mechanics), E. Cartan, Killing (Differential Equations), S. Lie (Group Theory, Differential
Equations).

The Italian School has illustrated itself by the formaliiation of Differential Cal-
culus ('Absolute Differential Calculus') on "abstract manifolds', initiated by G.C. Ricci
at the end of the I9lh century, and pursued by T. Levi-Civita until the beginning of the
20th century.

Nowadays Kiemannian Geometry is oriented in various directions:

-A generalisation with the concept of Riemannian fibre bundles or Riemannian

foliations with applications in Mathematical Physics and Global Analysis (Gauge
theories, Differential Operator Theory).

-A best knowledge of the Geometry of manifolds, manifolds with prescribed curva-
tures (Kinslein manifolds, manifolds with prescribed scalar curvature, manifolds
with constant curvature, etc.).

-Deformations of the initial metric on manifolds (Riemannian Conformal Geom-
etry and the famous Yamabe problem).

-Ftather applications in Mathematical Physics (Spin Geometry and Dirac Oper-
ators).

-Geometry of Riemannian submanifolds (minimal submanifolds).

-Complex Geometry and Analysis (Kahler manifolds, Riemann surfaces).

-Calculus of variations (Riemannian Functional*, minimal submanifolds, har-
monic maps).

-Topology (characteristic classes, cohomology classes).

Note: We did not mention the generalisation to Semi-Riemannian Geometry
(the considered metrics are assumed to be only non degenerate while Riemannian metrics
are positive definite) although it has many important applications in Physics, Cosmology,
Relativity, etc. Indeed, it will not be concerned here. The interested reader is referred
to the excellent book [O'M] by B. O'Neill as well as the expositions by F. Ailotey and F.
Cagnac in this volume. Our lectures will be restricted to the somewhat narrow framework
of Riemannian metrics, even if the stated results generally only require a slight modification
to be adapted to Semi-Riemannian case.

1.2 Riemaimian metric* an • manifold.

Let M be a smooth ( C ° ) manifold of dimension n, n a positive integer. Let TM
and T'M denote its tangent and cotangent bundles, respectively.

2.1 Definition

A Riemannian metric (sometime! called metric tensor) is a smooth section g of
the tensor algebra T'M a T'M of bilinear forms over M such that at each point * in M
g[x) H J , ii symmetric and positive deficit*.

In other words a Riemannian metric on A* is an assignment to each point x in
M, an inner product on TrM.

We denote with (M, g) a smooth manifold hi equipped with a metric tensor g

and we call it Riemannian manifold or A.m.



2.2 Do Km. exist?

Before answering the question, let us prove the following

2.3 Proposition

Let F : Mi -* Mj be an immersion between two manifolds A/j and Af2 and j i a
Rietnannian metric on M2. Then F'g3 U a Riemannian metric on Mi-

Proof For every smooth map F one can easily check that F' fc is a symmetric sect ion
of T*Mi ® T*Mi (that a a field of symmetric bilinear forma over Mi). Using the fact
that F is an immersion one proves that F'g-j is positive definite (easy exercise left to the
reader).

a

Thus, as soon as one can find a, R.m. it would be easy to construct many others.

2.4 Examples

1) Let t be the Euclidean metric field over R". Then (IR",e) is a A.m.

2) Any aubmanifold M of (R1*, e) is a Riemannian manifold. (Use the immersion
t : J W ^ ( R ° i e ) ) .

For instance the unit sphere

equipped with the metric i'c ii 1 A.m.

The metric %'e is sometimes denoted with can. The Riemannian manifold (S"~',
can) is called the canonical or standard (n— l)-sphere (in It").

2.S Proposition — Definition

Let [Mi, ft),{Af2, 92) be two A.m., and » t and JTJ be the projections of Mi

on M1, Mi, respectively. Set

9 J

Then g is a Riemannian metric on Afi x Mj.

The Riemannian manifold (Mi x Af3l j) is called a Riemannian product.

Proof Exercise left to the reader.

2.6 The metric defined by Proposition (2.5) is sometimes denoted by g = j 4 x 93. More
generally consider a positive function / on (Mt, J-J). One can easily prove that

9l = *'9t +(/°*a)JJ

U a Hiemannian metric on A/t x A/j. One denotes it with j ; = Ji Xf <fe and calls it warped

product of 91 and & and / is the viarping function.

2.T Theorem (Existence of Riemannian metrics on a manifold.)

On every differential manifold there exists a Riemannian metric.

Proof We outline two proofs of this theorem. Let M be a smooth manifold of
dimenion n.

lit proof: By Whitney imbedding theorem |ST] there is N such that M may be
embedded into Bt'v (iV < In + 1). In particular this imbedding u an immersion i : M *-*
(MN,f); hence, i't is a Riemannian metric on M.

2nd proof: Let ((A,*?,) be an open covering of M. Then </>,:(/, — {9",e) is a
diifeomorphism, where (#",«) denotes an open ball in B" equipped with the Euclidean
metric; hence, <p't is a Riemannian metric on t \ . Now, consider (/,), a partition of unity
subordinate to (£',). Then g = 2 /•(f* e) i* easily proven to be a metric tensor on Af. For
further details the reader is referred to [BO, p. 191 ff|

D

2.8 A manifold M may carry many Riemannian metrics; for instance, if g is a metric
tensor on M and <p is a diifeomorphism from M onto M, then by Proposition (2.3) v'g is
a metric tensor on M. Whenever a metric g is specified on M, the tangent space at each
point M a made into an Euclidean space by the inner product gr. Hence, one is able to
measure the angle of two intersecting curves on M at their common point M by measuring
the angle of their tangents at M.

In the same fashion, we can define the length of a curve on A/ as follows. Let
t — 7(1), a < t < b, a smooth curve on {M,g) defined on an interval (a, ft), its length L
is defined to be

1 = / »l jT'

Notice that L is independent of the used pwametriiation. Because of this invariance, one
would like to use the simplest parametriiations to define L. One of them is obtained by
means of arelengtk parameter t defined to be the length of curve 1 from I(A) to f[t) and
given by

dn.

rYom these equalities, we deduce (£) ' ( ( ) » f fS ' i i?) W = ft'l^ far *"* P"*™'"1 '<
where | | refers as to the norm on the tangent space at i(t) and 7 is the velocity vector
field along 7 denned by

*(«)-/ 9(lZ'lZ



for any smooth function f on M such that j of exists. In particular for t = a, one has
9 ( & • t) (») = M2 = *• M o r e (teneriJly. I* (*'(') • * " ( 0 ) H»e local coordinates of-»(e)
in a local chart whose domain contains ->((). Since -j, € r,|,)Af, one has

or more simply

where we leave put *£[t) — i' , (;fr) ( [ | = d< and from now on, summation for repeated
indices is understood like in the last equality. Therefore

So.

Setting

we have

2.9 Remark

The j | t ' s are the coefficients of the matrix of the inner product induced by g on
T,|, |M. Hence \gtk\ is an invertible, symmetric, positive definite matrix. In particular,
det|ff<*| > 0. Let [Sntl"1 denote the inverse of \ttk\. It is symmetric, positive definite. It
defines an inner product on T^t)M for each t, and therefore, a smooth symmetric, positive
definite section of the tensor algebra TM 8 TM, whkh has sometimes been denoted with

2.10 Let p, q two points in M. A piecewise Cl curve from p to q is a curve 7 defined
on I o, b] such that

i) i(a) = p, -y(fc) = 4; ii) there is a subdivision a < ti < (a < . . . < t( < 6 so
that -HI.,,1,1 is C l .

Denote with C(p, q) the set of piecewise Cl curves from p to <;. Set

| = inf

where

Hi)

Then we have

2.11 Theorem

On a connected Riemannian manifold (M, g), the function d : M x M —* R,(p, q) >-•
d(p, q) is a distance, that is, for all p, ij, r in M:

(i) d(p, <j) > 0 and <f(p, q) = 0 if and only if p = q;

(iiH(p, , ) = «<(<,, p ) ;

(Ui)d(P ,»)+d((, ,r)>d(p,r).

Furthermore the metric topology of M and its manifold topology agree.

Proof (Sketch): Since M is connected, it is arcwise connected; hence d is well-
defined. Apart from "only if* part of (i), the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) are trivial to be
checked. To prove that rf(p, q) > 0 if p ^ q, one generally considers a local chart whose
domain contains p and doea not contain q (this is possible since M is Hausdorff apace) and
one then shows that d(p, q) > 0. This machinery is also used to prove the second part of
the theorem. For details the reader is referred to |O'N, p. 134-130).

•

2.12 From a topological point of view, a Riemannian manifold (M,g) looks like a metric
space. From the geometric point of view, it is then poesible to introduce on (M,g) some
familiar concepts from Euclidean Geometry, such as angles, distances, volumes and so
on; furthermore, the existence of the metric tensor g itself yields the existence and the
uniqueness of a very special connection as we will aee in the next sections.

I.S Canonical Volume Element on (M,g)

Consider a chart ((/, f>) on (M,g). Let (x1 i") be the local coordinates of %
in U. Let

|ftU = Mx,.. .*)l
denote the matrix of g in (U,p). Since g is positive definite, det [gv,v\ > 0. On p(U)

( c H"), one has the positive measure defined at follows

We may then equip (/(c M) with the pullback (by p) measure from L,,vl that is

Now consider (U, ,•?,), a covering of ii by a neighbourhood system. Using a
partition of unity subordinate to this covering, one defines a measure vv on (M,g) by
requiring



where (U, (p) is any chart from the covering. The measure uu b unique and it has sometimes
been called canonical volume element of g. Its existence does not require the orienUbility
of M.

1.4 Riemaunian Metric and Connection

4.1 Theorem (fundamental lemma of Riemannian Geometry)

Let x(A#) be the algebra of vector fields on a Riemannian manifold (M,g). Then
there ia one and only one map

x X(M) -* x(M)V :

such that

LCX. V a It-bilinear

LC2. VxfY = (X f)y + fVxY, for all / €

LC3. VIXY m fVxY, that is, with L1C, V u C?~(*r) linear in X.

LCT. VxY-VrX = \X,Y\

LCM. X g[Y,Z) = g{VxY,Z) + g{Y,VXZ)

Here C°°(M) denote* the algebra of smooth functions on M, and | , ] is the
usual Poisson bracket in

4.2 Remark

LCI., LC2., LC3. mean V ia a connection on M,

LCT means V is torsion-free,

LCM means V is metric.

4.3 Definition

The connection V is called the Lcvi-CiviU connection of (M,g)

Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Hint: for the existence, define u : x[">) x x(M) ~* x{M),
such that

2g(u(X,Y),V) ~ X g(Y, V) + Y g(V,X) -V g(X,Y)

and prove that the properties are satisfied. For the uniqueness, proceed by contradiction).
The above identity has sometimes been called Koasul formula; it is satisfied by V.

4.4 Examples

In a coordinate neighbourhood, setting e< - (377)1 ' = ^<-"n> o n e defines

functions 1'*̂  by

Since V is lR-bilinear on x{M) x x(M), the rf,'s define V at each point. Conversely V
uniquely defines fj'-.

Exercise Show that l^ = F̂ t and compute Vx Y in a local coordinate neighbourhood.
Compute F'j in terms of g,,.

4.5 The vector field V^K has sometimes been called the covan'ant derivative of V in
the direction of X.

The T*'s are called the symbols of ChristoffeL

10



II. CURVATURE TENSOR FIELDS ON A RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD

n . l General Definitions

1.1 Let (M,g) be an A.m. The Riemann curvature tensor field R a the curvature
tensor Eeld associated with the LevHDivita connection V on (M, g) and therefore defined
by

R(X,Y]Z = V\x,rlZ - ( V x . V r l Z , for ail X,Y,ZeX(M)

1.2 Remarks

•) The above formula deSnes a (3,1) tenser field (i.e. three times covariant and
one contravariant).

ii) That formula associates every connection D on M with its curvature tensor
Geld R°. The Riemann curvature tensor field is the one associated with the canonical
connection on (M,g).

iii) To study A, it is more convenient to start by some general algebraic consid-
erations.

1.3 Algebraic preliminaries

Let (V, <, >) be an Euclidean vector space of dimension n > 2. The vector space,
A*V, of its k-vectors is equipped with the following inner product:

< Ui A , . , AUfc, Vt A . . . A tlfc > = d e t | < Ui.Oy > | , U j , t i j € V

If («i).=i,...n » *n orthonormal basis of V, then [e,t A . . . A tit), is an orthonormal basis
of A*V.

Let End(AfcV) denote the vector space of the endomorphums of KkV. One makes

it into an Euclidean space by setting

{T,S) = tr{TotS), for all T,S in End{kkV)

where tr denotes the tracing operator on the elements of End(AH') and 'S is the adjoint
of 5.

1.4 When k = 2. We denote with SJ(AaV) the subspace of End(AaV) consisting of the
symmetric endomorphisms of A2V. The elements of S2(k3V) will be called curvature type
operators. One may identify such an operator T with a 2-form T (i.e. a skewsymmetric
bilinear form) on V with values in the set of skewsymmetric endomorphbms of V by setting

< f ( i , y)u, v > = < T(x Ay), u A i) >

11

We will generally write Tly instead of f[x, y). It is easy to check the following

1.5 Proposition

(a) TIV = -TyI

(b) < T,yii,v > = < Tu»x,y>.

1.6 The trace of T, as an endomorphism of A3(V), is given by

= ^ T ^ , , * ; , for every t E V .

Thus tr(T) is an endomorphism of V. It will be called Ricei trace of T and denoted with
r, *o that r(x) = trT(x). The trace of r is called the tcalar curvature of T and it will be
denoted with J, SO that

Now consider the linear map
i : S'X2 -

V« = T*vu + r »» i + ru ,y i , for all vector x, j , u in V.

defined as

The endomorphbm 6 is called the ifiancAi map. Let R denote the kernel of b. Then for
any symmetric endomorphism on A3, say R, lying in JE, we have the following identity

= 0(c) fc(«).,u = A l pu

traditionally known as the first Bianthi identity or the algebraic Bianchi identity. An
endomorphism in S'k* which satisfies (c) is usually called curvature operator.

Exercise: Show that Z1 (the orthogonal of ft in S2K'J) is isomorphic to A*(V) (Hint:
prove that u ^ Su, A*(V) — 53A3 givtn by < 5 u ( i A y),u A« > = w(x,y,«,«), for all
*, y, u, v € V is injective)

l.T For arbitrary two symmetric endomorphisms h and h' on V, one defines an element
h©h' in S3AJ(V) by setting

[h®h'){x A y,u A u) = h(t, u)V(y, v) + h(y, v)h'(x, u)

-M>.«)A'(y.«)-Mv. »)*'(«.»)
for any x, y,u, t> in V.

From now on, we will set < > = 9. One can then check that s@9 — 2/da,;

hence the space Z of curvature operators splits into the direct sum

(1.8)

12



where we denote by i'o A3 the space of trace-free curvature operators.

(1.9) Exercise: Show that

(i) 0 it commutative

(ii) h®h' is a curvature operator for all symmetric endomorphbsms h, h'

(til) the map © j : S*V ~* S*Aa,fc >-* h@g is injective and not surjective.

From (iii) of Excercis* (1.9) one ha* the next very important theorem.

1.10 Theorem (decomposition of curvature operators).

Suppose dim V > i. As a module over th« orthogonal group O(V, g), the curva-
ture operators space R admits the following orthogonal decomposition into a direct sum
of unique irreducible subspaces

where U = 1Rg®g

Z = S®{SgV} (image of the injection (iii}, Bxcercise 1.9)

TV = complementary part of Z in SjjL1.

Proof The existence of this decomposition is obvious from (1.8) and (1.9) above. The
difficult part is the irreducibility of V under the action of the orthogonal group 0[V,g).
For that the reader ii referred to [BGM, p. 82-83J.

1.11 The elements lying in TV are called Weyl curvature operators. Thus a curva-
ture operator R hai the unique decomposition (as an element of the 0(V, g)-module) into
irreducible components:

(1.12) R=U+Z+W

1.13 Exercise: Show that

U =
2 n ( n - 1)

where s and r are scalar curvature and Ricci trace of R, respectively (Hint: take

appropriate traces).

II.2 Back to geometry

2.1 Let x be a point of a Riemannian manifold (M,g) and let T,M denote the tangent
space at x. The curvature tensor Geld R defined in (Sec. II. 1.1) induces on (T.Af, gM) a
curvature operator. Its trace will be denoted by Ric and the trace of Ric by S.

13

2.2 Deluiilious

Ate is called Ricci (curvature) tensor

5 is called scalar curvature (function).

Using the foregoing section, one can easily prove the next propositions.

2.3 Proposition

For all vector fields X,Y,A,D

ii) <RrxA,B> = < RxrA,B>

iii) Rxr A + RYAX + RAXY = 0 {first Bianchi identity)

where for two vector Gelds A and B, we denote with < A,B> their inner product
g[A,B).

2.4 Proposition

The Ricci curvature tensor Ric is symmetric, and is given, relative to a frame
field ( £ ) , by

I*

Ric(X,Y) = ^2< *XE. Y, E. >

2.5 Definition

Denoting by V the Levi-Civita connection on (M,g) one defines V^ R for a given
vector Geld A by:

{VAR)(X, Y) =

for all vector Gelds X, Y.

, Y) - R(X,

Using the definition of R, the Jacobi identity and a straighforward computation,
one has the following

2.6 Proposition (second Bianchi identity)

For all vector Gelds A, X, Y on (M,g)

(VAR)(X,Y) + (VXR){Y,A) + {VyR)(A,X) = 0

14



2.T Theorem (of fundamental decomposition of II)

Suppose dim W > 4. The Riemann curvature tensor R has the following decom-
position into O(g)-irreducible components

(2.8)

where W is the "remainder* defined by (2.8).

W is called the Weyl curvature tensor Z ~ Ric - ^g is called trace-free (or
traceless, or deviant) part of Ricci tensor.

Note: For details on (2.8) the reader it referred to [BE, p. 45-47].

2.9 Defkaition

(M,g) is called Einstein manifold if Z = 0. It is said to be conform ally flat if
IV = 0 and to be Bat if R = 0 and Ricci Bat if Ate « 0.

2.10 Examples

1) (JR",e) is a flat manifold.

2) If Kj is the Riemann curvature of (Mi% ft) for t — 1,2, then R = R, + R3 u
the Riemann curvature tensor of (Mi x Mj, ffi x jj)

3) For dimension reasons, one has the following facts:

R i r W0

2.11 For z in (M,g), denote with Gl(M) the set of 2-planes contained in the tangent
apace T,M. Then G3(M) - U^u^i{M) is a manifold. The sectional curvature a a map
from G^fM) which assigns to each plane P the real number a(P) given by

(2.12) <,(P) = „(*, „) = < i l^x, y > /(9(*, i)g(y, y ) - , ( S | y)'))

where ( i ,y) is a basis of P.

2. IS Theorem

Suppose dim M > J. If the sectional curvature is known on all sections of TMM,
then the Riemann curvature tensor is uniquely determined at x.

Proof (see |BO, p. 381]).

15

In other words, the sectional curvature determines the Riemann tensor. This
the reason why one sometimes Bays curvature (without any precision) by referring to the
sectional curvature or to the Riemann curvature tensor.

2.11 Exercise

1) Show that a Riemannian manifold (M,g) has constant sectional curvature k if
and only if

Conclude that a manifold with constant sectional curvature is Einstein and conformally
flat.

2) Express, for any R.m. (M,g), Ric and S in terms of a.

n.S Curvature Forma, Structure Equation!

S.I Consider (d,),= 1,, „ a basis of the tangent space T,M at a point z. One may then
write R as

where d, denotes ^ - Using #£,,'», one defines nJ 2-forms by setting

The 2-forms fl£ are given by

By linearity, it then follows, for all vector fields X, Y

Hence |[?£(X, Y)] is the matrix or the curvature operator R{X,Y) relative to the frame
(di). The n£'s are called curvature 2-forms (in the neighbourhood of z). They depend
both on the metric g and on (d,). (Exercise: Find some of their algebraic properties).

3.3 Assume that (3 , ) , = , . „ is an orthonormal frame field and let (<*>') be the dual
forms. The («')i=i, „'* uniquely determine n2 1-forros w£ satisfying

Ui)n i = d w J - i : 7 = , « i A « f , t < t , k < n

Exercise: Prove the previous statement.

16



5.3 Definition

The identities (i), (ii), (iii) have sometimes been called structure equations.

3.4 Example

When dim hi = 2, it is easy to show (show it) that

n j = <L>1 = Ku1 Au 3

where K is the Gauss curvature of (M,g) that is IK = S, S being the scalar curvature.

More generally one has the following

3.5 Proposition

Let (M,g) be a manifold with constant (sectional) curvature k. Then the curvature
forms llj are given by

Conversely, if locally on a manifold (M,g) there u an orthonormal frame field for which
the curvature forms satisfy (•«) for some constant k, then (M,g) has constant sectional
curvature.

Proof (see |BO, p. 399]).

The Riemannian manifolds with coiutnat (sectional) curvature have been com-
pletely classified (modulo additional topologkal conditions). One has the following.

3.6 Theorem (KUUng-Hopf)

Every complete, simply connected Riemannian manifold with constant curvature
k = +1,0 or - 1 is isometric to {Sn, can) if * = +1 to (K",e) if k = 0, to ( / f \ s b ) if
fc = - 1 , where (H",gu) denotes the half plane

equipped with the metric

3.ft Remark

Many people attempt to classify the manifolds with constant scalar curvature,
but the answers are till partial.
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III. SOME CLASSICAL FUNCTIONAL^ ON A RIEMANNIAN
MANIFOLD

III.l Geodesies. First variation formula

Consider an R.m. (M,g) and an arclength pwametriied C™ curve i: jo, t| -» M.
Let e be a positive real number.

1.1 Definition

A variation of i is a smooth map <p : [o, i | x | - «, e|-» M such that if T, denotes
the map [a, b) —> Af given by ii(») ~ ¥>(», t), then -y0 = T

Suppose that <p is a variation of t with fixed ends, that is, for all t, - e < C < e

¥>{<>, t) = 7, (a) = p

Then one has

where £^(^,0 denotes

{ (

I .I Question

What are the curves which minlmiie L(ft) when p is * variation with fixed ends

of 7 ?

This a vartatbnal problem. Let us seek its Buler-Lagrange equation.

Since "j = 70 i» a minimising curve we have

dt
= 0

But we formally have



-Mk an.*'**!

so that we need to assume (and we will do so) that i never vanishes. Furthermore, since

1 is an ardength parametrued curve, £(J>°) = j(i(*)iif(*)) = l- Therefore one has

* .=0

The computation of the integrand gives

dE d d<p

where V is the Levi-Civita connection and V, denotes

1.3 Lemma (see BGM, p. 45)

Using this we obtain

dE _ a (dv dv

Therefore one has

Noticing that

one has

Identity (1) is known as lint variation formula. Since ip is a fixed ends variation, one has
( o f ) = 0 at o and b, which reduces (1) into

Then with the fixed ends condition, Euler Lagrange equation is

(2)

Hence if a smooth curve f (c3 class curve at least) realise* the distance between
two fixed points p,q on a Riemannian manifold (M,g) then i satisfies identity (2).

Let ( i ' ( 0 , •• •*"(')) be the local coordinates of i(t) in a local chart, then (2) is
equivalent ty the By stem

•\ — r1 i^L*** _n •_

where l'lk are the coefficients of the Riemannian connection on (M,g).

1.4 Definition

A smooth curve 7 : |a,6] —• M which satisfies Eq-(2) or (2') is called a geodesic
of(M,g).

1.5 Theorem (existence of geodesies)

Let p be a point in (M,g). For every vector x in TrM, there is one and only
geodesic, say, 7,, defined on an interval ]a,»[ containing 0, nonextendible to a larger
interval such that

1.(0) = p, Tf,,o = *

Proof This is an existence and uniqueness exercise for differential equation (2)'.

1.0 Definitions

The geodesic whose existence and uniqueness are stated by Theorem (1.4) is
called maximal geodesic through p in (M,g).

A geodesic is said to be infinite if it is defined on all WL.

A Riemannian manifold (M,g) is said to be geodesically complete if every geodesic
7 : [a, t] —> M can be extended to an infinite geodesic.

l.T Theorem (Hopf Rinow)

For a given Riemannian manidold (M,g) the following assertions are equivalent,

(i) (M,g) is a complete metric space

(ii) There is a point p in (M,g), such that (or every vector x in T,,M, the maximal
geodesic 7, through p is infinite

(iii) (M,g) is geodesically complete

(iv) every closed bounded part of (M,g) is compact.

Proof (See for instance [KN1|).

1.8 Definition

A R.m. which satisfies one of the above equivalent conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv)
is said to be complete.
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1.9 Examples

1. (STe) is complete by (i);

2) Every compact Riemannian manifold is complete, by (i.v).

1.10 Exponential map

Let p be a point in (M,g). Denote with Dv the set of tangent vector x lying in
TVM such that 1 belongs to \a, b\, the open interval from which 7,, the maximal geodesic
through p is defined. Set

D = Ureu Of.

Notice that Dv (and so that D in TM) is an open set in TVM.

1.11 Definition

The exponential map of the connection V is the map exp : D ~* M given by
exp(x) = 7,(1). One denotes with exp,, the restriction to Dv = D n TVM of exp.

Exercise Show that the tangent map to exp,, at the origin of TVM is the identity map

of TPM.

1.12 Definition

The cotinection V on (M,g) is said to be complete if the domain D of its expo-

nential map is TM.

1.13 Jacobi Vector Field

Let 7 be a geodesic of V on (M,g). A Jacobi vector field along 7 ia a vector Geld

J satifying the following

(i) J is a map which assigns to each t in K an tangent vector J{t) in T^t\M

(ii) the identity
^ V ^ + R(7,y)7 = 0

holds. Here R denotes the Riemann curvature tensor.

Identity (ii) is Jacobi equation.

1.14 Remarks

1. Since 7 is a geodesic and R is skewsymmetric with respect to the two first
variables, the velocity vector field 7 ia a Jacobi vector field along 7.

2. Given a geodetic 7, there is one and only one Jacobi vector Geld along 7
satisfying two prescribed initial conditions on 7 and 7, since Jacobi equation is a second
order differential equation.
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1.15 Let 7 be » geodesic defined from an interval I containing 0. Two points 7(0) and
7(1) are said to be conjugate along 7 if there is a Jacobi vector field J along 7 such that

The conjugate points play an important role in Riemannian geometry. Unfortu-
nately we are going to say nothing about them in our context here. The interested reader
b referred to [CE|.

III.2 Total Scalar Curvature. Einstein Equation in the Vacuum

Let us denote with M the space of all smooh Riemannian metrics on a manifold
M. Suppose that M is compact and n-dinunsional. For every g in M, the total scalar
curvature of (M,g) is defined to be

S{g) = f w.

where st denotes the scalar curvature of g.

2.1 Proportion

The functional S is positively homogeneous of degree a^i.

Proof Let t be a positive real number. Then

(use the definitions or see [BE, p. 59]). Then

Sltg) = JT* / « t^ = t ^ S f j )

2.3 The differential of S »t a point g is defined on the symmetric (0,2) tensor fields by

d

Then one has the following

2.4 Theorem

The differential of S at g is given by

where g(k,k'}, for two symmetric (0.2) tensors fields is tr(fco fc'), k,tk'w being viewed as
symmetric endorphisms on TmM, for each x in M.
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Proof (Sketch, for details see |Br|)

First observe that

(i) VJ h=l(trfcK = lj(k,9K

(u) )'„ • h = Av(trh) + 6S(h) - j(A, Riev)

where 4(3") the divergence of a symmetric (0,2)-tensor Geld is defined as *(7*)(Jf) =
-(V t ,r)(<i,Jf) with (e i , . . . e n ) an orthotiormtl basis, »nd A,, it the Laplace operator
associated to g.

Therefore,

h = Jt

fu*A»'s •*) + «••)••

As an important consequence of this we have

3.5 Theorem

The critical points of 5 are the metrics which are solutions of equation

2.8 Definition

Equation (E) is known as Einstein Equations in the vacuum.

III.3 The functional of Yamabe. Metric* with Constant Scalar Curvature
in a Conformal Class

3.1 Let M be a compact manifold. The Yamabe functional on X is defined to be

set

3.2 Definition

Given a Riemannian metric g on M the conformal class of j is defined to be the

= {Aa
9|A > 0,
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Two metrics g and \*g on M are said to be homothetic if A is constant. One then has the

important following

3.3 Theorem

For a compact manifold (M,g) the following statements are equivalent

(t) the scalar curvature of 9 is constant

(ii) g is a critical point of Y(g) restricted to the metrics belonging to conf(g) and
having the same volume.

Proof (gee |Be, p. 121]).

3.4 Definition

Every metric within a conformal class conf(g) which minimises Y(g) will be called
Yamabe metric.

3.5 Suppose dim M > 3 and fix a metric g on M. Let N be defined by N =
inf{y(p),<J € conf(g)). By an analysis result ft is a finite real number and further-
more JV < n(n - l )«n / n , where o>n a the volume of the standard sphere (S2 can)[A|. This
fact is extensively exploited in the proof of the following

3.0 Theorem

Let (M,g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension > i. In the conformal
class of g there is at least a metric with constant scalar curvature.

Proof (s«e |LP|).

In fact, this theorem has been being proved step by step depending on the sign
of JV since I960. The last step (JV > 0 and (M,g) conformaliy flat) has been announced
by R. Schoen |Sc| for a forcoming joint paper with S.T. Yau.

Notice that Theorem 3.0 is an extension to higher dimension of the well-known

uniformiiation theorem of compact Riemannian 2-manifolds.

3.7 Question

Suppose g is a Riemannian metric with constant scalar curvature on a compact
manifold M. Do there exist within conf(g) other metrics with constant scalar curvature?

This question has negatively been answered by Obata in the case (M,g) is an
Einstein manifold unless (M,g) is the standard sphere. In the general case the answer is
not known. In this direction we have the following obstruction.
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3.B Theorem ]ER]

Let (M,g) be a compact manifold with constant scalar curvature which u not
the standard sphere. Let Zt denote the tracefree part of the Kicci curvature tensor of
(M,g). If the conformal clan of g contains a metric nonhomothetic to g, with constant
scalar curvature, then there exists a function p > 0 such that the function Zv (Vji, Vp) u
negative somewhere on M.

3.9 Corollary (Obata's theorem)

Let (M,g) be a compact Einstein manifold which is not the standard sphere. Then
g is the only metric with constant scalar curvature lying in its conformal class.

Proof Using Theorem 3.S one obtains the conclusion by contradiction since Zv = 0.
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IV. QUESTIONS

We collect in this chapter a few open problems relative to the forgoing lectures
as well as to the lectures by Temo Beko. Most of them already get partial answers in the
literature (we do not like to give more details here).

A. From Riemannian Geometry

1. Describe the topology of the apace of function on the sphere S" which cannot
be realiied as scalar curvature functions of metrics tying in the conformal class of the
standard metric.

2. Given a conformal class on a compact manifold, characterise the metrics of
this class having constant scalar curvature. Uniqueness of such metric within their class.

3. It is known that the spher* (5", can) is the only compact, n-dimensional
manifold with constant scalar curvature embedded into ( F " " , e ) . Study the case where
the ambient manifold is a complete Riemannian-manifold and the embedded (or immersed)
one is assumed to be compact, (n— l)-dimtnsional and to have constant scalar curvature.
Case of lower dimension.

4. Computation of the Yamabi number on compact manifolds, compact manifolds
with boundary, complete manifolds.

5. Study Riemannian manifolds (M,g) on which vector fields X such that
g(X, X) = 1 and divX = 0 live (By L. Btrbosa in a private communication).

B. From Local Lie Algebra* (by Temo Beko)

Let M = R" be a smooth manifold and E a smooth real vector Gbering over N
with fibre R. We denote by !""(£') the spw* of differentiate sections of £', in which we
define a structure of a local Lie algebra such that

/• /'I

for all / , / ' € C°°[M). (see the expositions by Temo Beko in this volume for notations).
This shows that the structure of a local Lie algebra if defined in C°(Af) by the pair (a,c)
where a = ]£. »*"••' « » vector field on H", as t = JV -̂ a4'D,i A D , , is a field of bivectors
on K".

And a pair (a, c) defines the structure of a local Lie algebra iff |o, c] = 0 and
\c,c\ = 2a A c(«)

1. Suppose that the vector field a vanishes, then the conditions (*) on the bivector
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field c take the form

(1)

where the summation is over the index I and over cyclic permutations of i,j, k. We look
for solutions of (1) in the form

<"(*) = IM,'*4

k
Then (I) are transformed into

which means that the CJJ are th« structure constants of some Lie algebra $ and the

commutator is denned by

which was first considered in a paper by F.A. Bereiin (Punct. Anal. Appl.l (1967), pp.
91-102).

The algebra $ is embedded into the local algebra C°°(R") as a space of linear
functions. When the space R" u identified with <?'(= dual of $) the fibres are orbits of the
Lie group G and the local Lie algebra that arises on functions on a fibre corresponds to the
canonical symplectic structure on an orbit. All these orbits are symplectic homogeneous
G-spaces. This holds to be true for infinite dimensional Lie groups of the type G =
Oiffc(Mn) of diffeomorphisms with compact support of a smooth n-dimensional manifold
Mn whose Lie algebra is the space ( ^ M . ) of all smooth vector fields on Mn with compact
support.

2. We consider any solution of (1) in homogeneous functions of degree A on ft",
then the corresponding commutator takes homogeneous functions of degree N and v into
homogeneous functions of degree A + N + v — 2. In particular, homogeneous functions of
degree 2 - A form a subalgebra. The space of such functions is identified with the space of
sections of some trivialiiable fibering £ ? . * over the projective space F" L(R). It would
be interesting to study in more detail the local Lie algebras that arise here.

The case A = 0 has been considered in the book by Ouiilou (Hamiltonian Actions
on Pouson's Manifolds, Symplecttc Geometry, Research Notes in Math. Pitman, 1983).

3. Finally, it is an interesting question to what extend local Lie algebras on a
manifold M, which characterises the manifold M itself.

In particular, the results by T. Nagano (J. Math. Soc. Japan 18 (1966), 398-
404) and by ME. Shoukro and L.E. Panel! (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 6 (1954), 468-472)
give grounds for hoping that an isomorphism of transitive Lie algebras T""(Ei,Mi) and
P J ( £ J , Mj) implies an isomorphism of the fiberings £ i and £ j .
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